
Saturday February 20th at 4.00pm
Register here

Uri Davis: “JNF: A Charity Complicit in the
Crime Against Humanity of the Ethnic
Cleansing of Palestine.” 

Dr. Uri Davis is a longstanding anti-Zionist activist and
academic, Associate-Author (with Walter Lehn, Author)
of the ground-breaking critical study of the JNF
published in 1988. His forthcoming book JNF: a Charity
Complicit with Ethnic Cleansing is due for publication
by Middle East Monitor/MEMO, London this year. Born
in Jerusalem in 1943 and with dual "allegedly
democratic" UK and apartheid Israel citizenship, Uri
holds academic positions in Palestine and the UK, as
well as political appointments in the Palestine
Liberation Organisation/PLO and the Palestinian
National Liberation Movement/FATEH.
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Editorial 
Our 2021 programme of webinars was given an inspiring start by Salman Abu Sitta and this edition of the
newsletter expands on what he had to say in conversation with Mick Napier. One item he brought to our attention
was the availability of documentation in the Yasser Arafat Foundation in Ramallah and we explain what that is and
what it contains. 

We also include notification of our next two webinars, involving Uri Davies and Michael Fischbach, so the high
standard set by Salman has every chance of being maintained. All the items are related to the theme of "return", an
issue that is non-negotiable for Palestinians.  PW

Forthcoming webinars

URI DAVIS

Did you miss the last webinar? You can catch up here. 

https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_Z0VNtxs7QKyKrtFY_fmR_g
https://www.facebook.com/stopthejnf/videos/472483397475734


Michael Fischbach: “Palestinian Refugee Property:
 Restitution and Claims for Compensation.” 

Israel’s confiscation of Palestinian land has been 
continuous since 1948 and is now widely acknowledged.  
Pre-1948, around 90 per cent of Palestine was under
Palestinian ownership; today that figure is 3 per cent and
shrinking. It is, however, only part of the wholesale
plunder on which Israel  has been built. In the early years
of the sraeli state, more wealth was transferred to it in
the form of Palestinian assets than in  foreign aid.

The right of return and compensation for the suffering
and loss of property and livelihood remain central to
realising a measure of justice for the Palestinian people. 
 Michael Fischbach, a Professor of History and author of
'The Peace Process and the  Palestinian Refugee Claims,
Addressing Claims for Property Compensation and
Restitution', will discuss his research on the history of
attempts to address this issue.

Salman Abu Sitta, who spoke of his work in a Stop the JNF UK webinar on 6th February, has for over 60
years pursued the political ambition to recover and present the evidence for what Zionist colonisation
has sought to erase: the Palestinian villages, sites, monuments and names, in short the economic and
cultural infrastructure of the society Israel destroyed in the Nakba and thereafter.  The atlases Salman
has produced are documentations that span cartography, demography and history. They testify to one
of the great colonial crimes of the 20th century. As he reminded his audience, where there is a crime,
there is also a criminal with the determination to remove traces of the crime.

In 1948, at the age of 11, Salman was driven by Zionist militias from his home when they destroyed the
village of Ma’in, near Beersheba, in the Naqab.  In his autobiographical book, Mapping My Return, a
Palestinian Return (2016), he recalls that traumatic event and the resolve to which it gave birth: “We
carried nothing with us, no clothes, no papers… I looked back at the smouldering ruins…  If the future
remained vague for me at that moment, the past that I had just left behind remained frozen in my mind
and became my present forever…. I spent the rest of my life on a long, winding journey of return…”.

Salman discussed in his webinar talk how he searched in archives to find documentary evidence of the
destroyed Palestinian villages.  Many land records were pillaged and burnt by the Israelis but, in
Munich, he found aerial photos that the German air force took during the first World War to spy out
British military positions and, inadvertently, have proved to be revealing of the Palestinian villages,
monuments, mosques, churches and land cultivation that were destroyed in 1948. In the UK, he
uncovered maps and land records, of the British colonial authorities, that were buried by being now
filed under ‘Israel'.   
Read more

 

Saturday March 6th at 4.00pm
Register here

Palestine before the JNF

So-called "British Park" now stands here

Reflections on Salman Abu Sitta's Presentation 

https://www.stopthejnf.org/reflections-on-salman-abu-sittas-webinar-presentation/
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_jZsG25dLRcmXmWVFrSCEPg


Mapping My Return: A Palestinian Memoir,” by
Salman Abu Sitta.

 
Memoirs and autobiographies are powerful records of important lives, their significance corresponding,
perhaps, with the stature of the writer. That is certainly the case with Salman Abu Sitta’s Memoir,
recording as it does the life of a giant of Palestinian resistance, a champion of the Right of Return. Yet
that praise fails to capture why this book is so memorable and a must-read for anyone interested
in Palestine.

It is powerfully and eloquently written, and the opening pages are a lyrical recreation of Palestine before
the Nakba, a land in which people, indeed, had everything that made life worth living, to paraphrase
Darwish. At the same time, this early section of the work is deeply political, its subtext undermining the
myth that Palestine was a land crying out for Zionist development, an empty desert, devoid of people.
 
And this is how the book operates throughout its trajectory. Salman’s narrative carries layers of
meaning - personal, historical, political:  telling his own story but illuminating his people’s collective
experience, capturing at once episodes that have marked and shaped his own life and, through them,
raising the voice of all Palestinians. Read more

Images of Jaffa before the Nakba

 
Recently the Arafat Foundation has released records of land
ownership before the Nakba, classified as secret for many
years
. 
The published records give Palestinians access to
documentation for 540,000 plots of land across sixteen
districts of pre-1948 Palestine, (not including the Naqab); the
archive shows ownership, evaluations and, sometimes, tax
classifications of the land.  Read more

 

Arafat Foundation opens a data
base of stolen Palestinian property.

https://www.stopthejnf.org/mapping-my-return-a-palestinian-memoir-by-salman-abu-sitta/
https://www.stopthejnf.org/arafat-foundation-opens-a-data-base-of-stolen-palestinian-property/


 
In Search of Palestine – Edward Said’s Return Home.” BBC films. 1998.

    
Said’s film shares the central concern of Salman Abu Sitta’s talk - the longing to return to a home one was
forced to flee from and the sense of burning injustice at being prevented from doing so. It extends and
exemplifies what he wrote in a piece for The London Review of Books in February 1984, “Permission to
Narrate”, written after the 1982 Israeli invasion of Lebanon and the complicity of its troops, under Ariel Sharon,
in the Sabra and Chatila massacres and also a title that sums up the refusal of the so-called Free World to allow
the Palestinian narrative to be heard.

He deals with the issues of land ownership and seizure, of the impossibility of Palestinian building permits, of
the tragedy of Oslo and its hopelessly defeatist division of the West Bank - a view that earned him Arafat's
eternal disapproval -  at a time when these issues were even more ignored in the outside world than they are
now. 

He stands outside what was his family’s home in Jerusalem, film of that moment intercut with old photographs
of his family in the garden when he was younger. His father and grandfather had been born there, his mother
hailing from Nazareth, but the family was forced to flee in 1947 and a Jewish family had taken over. Said just
mutters the word “unfair” to describe this; his American-born son, accompanying him, wonders why they can’t
get it back. This question goes unanswered.  Read more and find link to film here

The Israeli newspaper Haaretz reported on 11th February that the Jewish National Fund  was considering acquiring
land in the West Bank in its own name rather than behind the mask of Himanuta, its 99% owned subsidiary, which is
its normal vehicle for operating beyond the Green Line. This land would be for the potential expansion of
settlements and would be adjacent to where existing settlements stand.

The move represents a departure from its reluctance to operate openly in the West Bank, for fear, presumably, of
upsetting the foreign donors  - like the JNF UK - who need to maintain the fiction that the JNF would not want to
affect the delicate balance of the the "Peace Process" and the "Two-state solution."

Haaretz quotes Bezalel Smotrich of the Religious Zionism Party and co-founder of Regavim as saying, "Finally, the
JNF is coming round to its historic role - redeeming land in the Land of Israel for the purpose of settling Jews there."

Ever mindful of its cloak of environmentalism, the JNF stated that it would continue with the afforestation of  areas in
the West Bank "in order to sustain the land." So, another crime to be covered over with trees! Is this legal? Of
course! A court judgement in Israel ruled in 2019 that the JNF could purchase land (from whom?), as long as it was
"intended for Jewish settlements.

          Visit Stop The JNF website                                       Join our Mailing List here

 
In this fifty-minute film made in 1998 – fifty
years after the Nakba - there is no mention of
the JNF as such, but its shadow falls over
many of the issues discussed by Said and the
activities it is still practising are seen to have
been occurring then. It’s an emotional film,
starting in the school where his grandfather
had played cricket and finishing with Said,
looking at the ground, shaking his head in
bewildered disbelief.

 

Shock: leopard reveals spots!

https://www.stopthejnf.org/in-search-of-palestine-edward-saids-return-home-bbc-films-1998/
https://www.stopthejnf.org/
https://www.stopthejnf.org/
https://www.stopthejnf.org/join-mailing-list/

